**HUNT ON FOR SHARK THAT KILLED AUSTRALIAN DIVER**

SYDNEY: A hunt was underway yesterday for a monster great white shark that mauled a 60-year-old woman in surf near Mindarie, Australia, as authorities urged beachgoers to stay out of the water.

The woman died yesterday morning shortly after being dragged from the water by a shark near Falcon Beach, 115 kilometers south of Sunday’s attack site near Mindarie, but it is unclear if it was the animal that attacked her.

Falcon Beach surfing section was in shock at the latest deaths. “I don’t have the words to describe this,” said Surf Life Saving Western Australia president Ray Holman.

“From the time the shark was first attacked by a human, we have never seen a situation like this in our history,” he said.

“I don’t think there are that many great white sharks that have been killed by humans,” Holman said.
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